Coordination and collaboration are naturally used by groups for carrying out activities and solving problems that require cooperation. However, getting a set of computer agents to do the same has been a problem { primarily addressed by the AI community and recently by the database community a s w ork ow and process management problems (e.g. in business processes, electronic commerce, logistics). Not surprisingly, t h e problem has been addressed at di erent levels of abstraction by t h e t wo c o m m unities. Coordination protocols as well as task and result sharing have b e e n i n vestigated by t h e AI community speci cation of alternative transaction models to meet the requirements of non-traditional applications, and their execution have been addressed by the database community. It is evident that there is a need for bringing the two approaches together to develop systems that support cooperative problem solving. This paper: { argues for the use of active databases in general and active capability in particular as an enabling technology for cooperative problem solving and cooperative information systems, { details a novel approach for supporting task sharing, a key aspect of CPS, using active capability, { elaborates on a methodology for mapping task shared protocols expressed in high level speech acts to event condition-action (ECA) rules.
Introduction
A n umber of problems in electronic commerce, o ce environments, medical diagnosis, and planning require cooperation among agents (either human or machine) 1 for obtaining their solutions. Brie y, cooperative problem solving (CPS) is a complex activity requiring harmonious and dynamic interaction between human agents (typically providing sequencing, decision making, and collaboration components) and computing agents (typically providing inferencing, algorithmic computation, coordination, and data/knowledge storage). It is viewed in this paper as a generic problem whose instances include work ow problems, problems in o ce automation, concurrent engineering, multi-agent problem solving etc. By de nition, a problem in this category cannot be solved without cooperation among the problem solving agents (PSAs) although each a g e n t is autonomous and capable of sophisticated problem solving. In the work by Smith & Davis 30 a distinction is made between two types of cooperation: task shared and result shared. Brie y, task-shared cooperation means that a problem is decomposed by a n a g e n t and the subproblems are assigned to agents for solving based upon the agents' capabilities (it is assumed that each node has domain speci c knowledge). This is in contrast to result-shared cooperation where nodes assist each other in solving a problem by sharing partial results. The objective of cooperative problem solving is to minimize the use of human agents and maximize the use of computer agents to solve a problem belonging to one of these categories.
This problem is currently being addressed by both the AI and database research communities at di erent levels of abstraction. The former has concentrated on cooperation issues and has not addressed the need for databases and manipulation of data. On the other hand, the latter has o ered very limited or no support for advanced types of cooperation and coordination.
We believe that cooperative information systems will have to deal with both databases and CPS features in applications such as business processes, electronic commerce, logistics, and medical care. A bidirectional approach, encompassing as it does di erent perspectives, will be bene cial in the long-term. It is likely that integration of the results obtained from these communities will enable the delivery of resilient systems which are geared towards real-life problems.
We consider active database management systems (ADBMS) as an important core technology for problems addressed within cooperative information systems that need both database support and mechanisms for CPS. ADBMS has been proposed as an approach to support ECA (event-condition-action) rules in database systems. The semantics of ECA rules are: when an event E occurs, evaluate condition C, and if the condition is satis ed, then execute action A. The applicability of the ECA rules paradigm has been extensively explored in the context of database systems and has recently triggered ECA related activities in other research communities such as real-time 7 , w ork ow 9 , and cooperative problem solving 11 4 .
It is acknowledged that there will be CPS applications requiring no database facilities, for which the overhead of using a fully functional ADBMS may be inappropriate. However, even in such situations we would maintain that an active capability (in the form of ECA rules as de ned here, but decoupled from a database) would be appropriate, and so should be considered for consistency and generality.
Where an agent does require database facilities (for example associative look-up, transaction semantics, persistence, recovery) we w ould maintain that the ADBMS approach o ers signi cant a d v antages.
In this paper, we argue for the use of ADBMS in general and active capability in particular as an enabling technology for cooperative problem solving and cooperative information systems. B a s e d o n t h e a r c hitecture provided in Chakravarthy et al. 11 , we describe the details of realizing that architecture using the reactive paradigm proposed by the active database community 10 26 29 15 1 . We present details of a n o vel approach for supporting task sharing, a k ey aspect of CPS, using active capability. In particular, we elaborate on a methodology for mapping task shared protocols expressed in high level speech acts to ECA rules.
The authors' work on use of active databases for supporting result shared cooperation has been reported elsewhere 5 .
The Chosen Problem
In the literature, the problem of coordination is conventionally exempli ed by task sharing and most of the proposed protocols are driven by task sharing. Hence, we h a ve c hosen task sharing to demonstrate that our approach p r o vides a common framework for supporting coordination.
Below, we summarize three facets of CPS proposals elaborated in the research literature and then position our work with respect to these.
Three Phases of CPS
Three di erent phases of the cooperative problem solving process can be identi ed: negotiation, execution and the reporting of results.
Negotiation takes place as an initial phase to allocate tasks to problem solving agents. This is usually speci ed by a high-level communication language such as the Contract Net Protocol 31 . This phase can be quite complex if one assumes tasks whose decomposition rst needs to be negotiated among agents whose capabilities are unknown to each other. Not knowing whether a solution exists adds another level of complexity. There must follow a distribution/allocation of tasks based on the negotiation (task shared cooperation). Execution refers to the actual problem solving process, in which problem solving agents may share partial results (result shared cooperation). Result reporting is a feedback phase where the success or failure of a problem solving process is managed. This may also include selection of results/partial solutions by consensus or other means if more than one agent is solving the same problem/subproblem (task and result shared cooperation).
Static and Dynamic Allo cation of Tasks
Based on the ability to decompose a task by an agent, the dynamics of task shared cooperation can be broadly classi ed into: (i) Static allocation, w h i c h assumes that a problem is posed to a speci c agent, which acts as the manager. The manager generates a complete hierarchy o f tasks. Thus it is assumed that the manager knows how to decompose a task into a hierarchy of subtasks. During the execution of tasks/subtasks the manager coordinates events from the PSAs which are executing the allocated tasks.
(ii) Dynamic allocation (predetermined), which relies on a cooperation protocol such as the Contract Net Protocol (CNP). CNP itself implies that the allocation of tasks becomes dynamic. Each structure (manager/contractor) is dynamically composed. Hence, a contractor can in turn act as a manager and allocate subtasks to other PSAs. This will form a dynamically derived hierarchy o f task allocations. However, a top level problem is still posed to one agent, which becomes the manager for the top level problem. Thus, the responsibility for solving the posed problem is predetermined.
(iii) Dynamic allocation (general DAI), w h i c h p r o vides the most general form of collaboration as compared to the previous approaches. In this approach a problem is posed to all PSAs. Each PSA then tries to come up with its own solution to the problem. It further implies that the PSAs need to cooperate in order to nd the best solution, and in particular to agree which of them should be responsible for the top level problem.
CPS Protocols
A protocol de nes the structure of the dialogue among agents 25 .
There is a broad spectrum of proposals for supporting cooperative problem solving, ranging from cooperation in work ow-oriented systems to cooperation in DAI applications. One interesting aspect is that as one moves towards DAI, suggestions for CPS performatives such a s propose, accept, reject begin to appear in the proposals. At one point there is a switch t o pure CPS protocols for task sharing, as exempli ed by COOL 3 and Contract net 31 . There are di erent approaches for implementing cooperative features: application oriented. This approach implies that each application is augmented with cooperative features. Thus, all communication and coordination mechanisms for supporting cooperative w ork have to be built from scratch. Although the object-oriented paradigm o ers the designer concepts such as reuse, (almost) all systems built according to this approach are built in an ad hoc manner and cannot be reused in other applications.
protocol oriented. This approach assumes that the cooperative features are modeled in a protocol which is independent of the application. Thus, once the type of cooperation has been modeled by a protocol it can be reused in other applications. Typically, these protocols are based on the theory of speech acts, e.g., work by Searle 28 .
Research Goals
Our earlier goal can now be re ned to that of supporting task sharing aspects of the negotiation and result reporting phases above. Support is required for predetermined, dynamic allocation of tasks, using the protocol-oriented approach. Finally, support is to be provided by the active l a yer of an object-oriented database system.
Method
We wish to support task shared cooperation with protocols expressed in high level speech acts. We therefore need to be able to map these speech a c t s t o E C A rules.
We use a three step method for the mapping procedure: There are several proposals for negotiation language primitives in the literature. Negotiation primitive h a ve been suggested for a range of applications such a s s u p p l y chain for manufacturing enterprises 2 , and distributed medical care 18 . Given the range of applications a number of application speci c negotiation primitives have emerged.
According to a classi cation made by Muller 24 all primitives can be broadly divided into the following three categories:
Initiators primitives that initiate a negotiation, e.g., Propose, Arrange, and Request.
Reactors primitives that react on a given statement, e.g., Answer, Re ne, Bid, and Reply.
Completers primitives that complete a negotiation, e.g., Con rm, Accept, and Reject.
In addition to the above categories, there is a fourth category that is concerned with noti cation of the outcome of the execution of the task, e.g., fail, and satisfy.
For the current work we take a benchmark protocol based on the Contract Net 31 , and the approach t a k en in COOL 2 . The benchmark protocol can be viewed as a generic negotiation protocol as it encompasses primitives from all of the above four categories, and the most common phases of negotiation. The semantics of the speech acts in our benchmark protocol are:
Propose. Initiates the negotiation by proposing a task to be solved by an agent(s).
Counter-propose. The initial proposal can be re ned by issuing a counterproposal.
Accept. Signals acceptance to a previously distributed proposal or counterproposal.
Reject. Signals rejection to a previously distributed proposal or counterproposal.
Award. Used to send a con rmation to an agent that it has been awarded a previously distributed proposal (which may have been re ned by several counter proposals).
Cancel. Used to send a cancellation to agents that were not awarded a previously distributed proposal.
Fail. Signals a failure of a task. Satisfy. Used to announce that a task has been satisfactory executed. Figure 1 presents a high level nite state machine (FSM) of our coordination protocol. In this high level FSM, we adopt the notation from COOL 2 to denote < received ; speech ; act > = < sent ; speech ; act >. Typically, the negotiation starts when an agent receives the speech act propose from a Manager. In response to received speech act, an agent can then either accept, reject, or issue a counter-propose. I n c a s e o f a counter-propose the Manager can either accept, reject, or issue another counter-propose. Based on the received bids, a Manager can either award an agent the task or notify the agent t h a t i t w as not awarded the task cancel. An agent can report the outcome of the problem solving phase (or execution of the task) by sending either a fail or satisfy to the Manager.
We next provide the details of the FSM for our coordination protocol and how the dynamic behaviour is mapped into ECA rules. The detailed FSM diagrams are using the notation from the OMT modeling and design technique 27 . Assume that a task T is posed to an agent ( s e e F i g u r e 2 ) . First, the agent w i l l try to execute task T locally. This implies that the agent determines whether it has capacity/capability to execute task T. I f i t d o e s n o t , t h e n i t n e e d s t o a l l o c a t e t h e task to another agent(s). This situation will trigger a negotiation process among the agents. The agent that needs help will hereafter be referred to as the Manager.
The Manager collects and prepares relevant information about the task that it cannot solve. During this phase an overall task is further decomposed into n subtasks. The outcome of this initial process will be a speci cation of the subtasks. Each subtask will be modeled by a Contract. A Contract describes the various states of the negotiation process for a given subtask, and is created once there exists a speci cation of the subtask.
Once the task has been decomposed and speci ed, the Manager needs to nd potential Contractors. A potential Contractor is an agent that is likely to have the capability and capacity t o s o l v e a subtask. When potential Contractors have been found for all subtasks, the Manager will propose the contracts to the potential In response to the received speech act propose (or counter-propose), a potential Contractor will evaluate the received proposal, and can then either accept, reject, or issue a counter-propose, (see Figure 3 ).
In the case of a counter-propose, the Manager will need to evaluate the re ned proposal, and then respond either with accept or reject, or by issuing a new counter-propose. This can lead to a sequence of counter-proposals being issued. However, in the end, the cycle of counter-proposals will end with the speech acts accept or reject. The Manager collects the submitted bids from the potential Contractors (see Figure 4 ). The evaluation of received bids can start using di erent criteria, e.g. dead-line, a certain percentage of bids received, or all bids received. In our example we will assume that all bids must be received before the evaluation of the bids can start. The bids can be submitted in any order.
When the evaluation of bids is over, we will assume that the Manager has decided upon at least one Contractor for each subtask (Contract). A C o n tractor is an agent that has been awarded a Contract, i.e. has been contracted to solve a subtask. Further, the Manager can decide whether there are any dependencies among the contracts. Thus, the Manager will award one (or more) of the potential Contractors.
The other potential Contractors will get a cancel message from the Manager. Subtasks are then executed by their Contractors. A C o n tractor can report the outcome of a subtask execution by submitting a status report: satisfy or fail (see Figure 5 ). A satisfy message will indicate that the allocated contract has been satis ed by the Contractor. Similarly, a fail message will indicate that the allocated contract has not been solved by the Contractor, i.e. it is reported as a failure. The Manager needs to collect the incoming reports in order to determine whether the overall problem has been solved.
STEP 2: Extract Intermediate Representation
Given the semantics outlined in the previous section we n o w focus on the second step in our method, the intermediate representations of: i) object model, and ii) algorithms and event hierarchies.
Object Model
Human involvement is required in order to design the object model of the coordination protocol. The intention of the object model presented here is not to give a complete model of a fully edged system. Instead we focus on the core features that need to be provided in terms of interaction as described in our previous sections.
In our work we h a ve mainly used two classes: an Agent class, and a Contract class (see Figure 6 ). Brie y, an Agent class represents a PSA, and can be viewed as a simple form of agent modeling. In order to capture the di erent stages of the negotiation we i n troduce a Contract class. A similar approach can be found in COOL 2 where a Conversation class is introduced.
The interested reader is referred to Hagen 17 for implementation details of the object model used in this work.
Algorithms and Event Hierarchies
We used the following for mapping state diagrams to event hierarchies, see Brie y, each e v ent in the state diagram is associated with a method event, which is raised after the execution of the method. Each condition that guards a transition in the state diagram corresponds to a composite event. This composite event can be de ned on previously mapped method events or composite events, or internal composite events that cannot be directly inferred from the state diagram. Actions and activities are both mapped to rule actions, which can be triggered by either a method event or a composite event. Automatic transitions do not generate any corresponding events and rules. The transition between state S to state S' occurs as soon as all the activities in S have been executed.
We next demonstrate the mapping algorithm on the state diagram as previously shown. Figure 2 Using the above mapping procedure on the state diagram shown in gure 2 we get the following skeletons for events and rules, see Table 2 .
Mapping State Diagram in
In the above, if an agent cannot execute a posed problem (Figure 2 ), it will raise an event cannot execute task in order to start the negotiation process. This event is the starting point for our coordination protocol. The mapping to ECA rules for the starting point of the coordination protocol is rather straightforward, in that a method event E cannotExecuteTask will trigger a rule R setUpContract . Rule R setUpContract will decompose the overall problem (task) into n subtasks, where each subtask is represented by a C o n tract. The arity of subtasks is dynamically derived, since we cannot know i n a d v ance which problem will cause an agent to trigger the task shared protocol. Further, this would imply that we w ould have to specify every potential problem and decompose it into subtasks in advance.
Rule R setUpContract will also create a composite event E potentialContractors . This composite event corresponds to the semantics expressed by the condition that guards the propose link in gure 2, and it is expressed by the following event hierarchy, ( gure 7). The composite event E potentialContractors is a conjunction (or sequence) of method events E savePotentialContractors , where each E savePotentialContractors refers to a set of potential contractors that have been found f o r a g i v en Contract (i.e. subtask). Each E savePotentialContractors is raised after the invocation of the operation save potential contractors in class Contract. Event E savePotentialContractors is inferred from the object model. Rule R distributeProposal is de ned on Event E potentialContractors and will distribute the proposal to potential contractors. A second rule R prepareCollectBids need to be de ned on Event E potentialContractors , which will set up a composite event E allBidsReceived in advance. This rule is related to the state diagram shown in gure 4. Details of E allBidsReceived will be explained in gure 8. Rule R prepareCollectBids can be executed either before or concurrently with rule R distributeProposal . Figure 3 The following event and rules were inferred from the state diagram shown in gure 3, see Table 3 . Table 3 . Mapping state diagrams in Figure 3 .
In the above, a disjunction of E receiveProposal and E receiveCounterProposal can be used as the triggering event for the evaluation of a proposal or counter-proposal. Once, the evaluation is done, an agent can raise one of the following methods events E accept , E reject , o r E counter;propose . Figure 4 The following event and rules were inferred from the state diagram shown in Figure 4 , see Table 4 . Composite event E allBidsReceived corresponds to the semantics expressed by the condition that guards the all bids received link in Figure 4 , and it is expressed by the event hierarchy s h o wn in Figure 8 . E bidReceived is de ned as a disjunction of E receiveAccept and E receiveReject , and it will detect the situation that a bid has been received. Information regarding each incoming bid, i.e. Contract id, Problem id, and sender id (i.e. Potential Contractor id), will be stored by the aid of rule R saveBid . This information is also passed along in the event hierarchy a s e v ent parameters, since the composite events need to combine the correct bids with the appropriate Contracts and Problem. E allBidsContract is de ned as a conjunction (or sequence) of E bidReceived .
This event will detect the situation when all bids have been received for a Contract. E allBidsReceived is de ned as a conjunction (or sequence) of E allBidsContract , and will detect the situation when all bids have been received for all contracts. The completion of E allBidsReceived will trigger two rules R prepareAssignContractors and R evaluateBids .
Rule R prepareAssignContractors will set up the infrastructure in advance in order to be able to monitor the outcome of the evaluation process. Rule R evaluateBids will trigger the evaluation of the received bids.
Composite event E contractorsAssigned corresponds to semantics expressed by the condition that guards the contractors assigned link in gure 4, and it is expressed by the following event hierarchy, (Figure 9 ). Composite event E contractorsAssigned is de ned as a conjunction (or sequence) of method events E setContractor . The composite event will be completed once all Contracts have been assigned a Contractor. Three rules are de ned on the composite event E contractorsAssigned , namely R prepareIncommingResults , R distributeAwards , and R distributeCancels . R prepareIncommingResults will create the infrastructure for collecting incoming results in advance, in readiness for receiving those results ( Figure 5 ). Further, there is no need to create an infrastructure for collecting incoming results unless we know that all subtasks (Contracts) have been assigned a Contractor. R distributeAwards will send a noti cation to those agents that were a s s i g n e d t o b e C o n tractors. R distributeCancels will send a cancel noti cation to those potential Contractors that were not assigned to be Contractors. Figure 5 The following event and rules were inferred from the state diagram shown in gure 5, see Table 5 . Composite event E allResultsReceived corresponds to semantics expressed by the condition that guards the all results received link in gure 5, and it is expressed by the following event hierarchy, ( gure 10). 
E resultContractReceived CONJUNCTION (or SEQUENCE) E allResultsReceived E receiveFail DISJUNCTION E receiveFail E receiveSatisfy DISJUNCTION R evaluateResults R saveResult (Contract n) (Contract_1) (Contract_1)
STEP 3: Generate ECA Rules
The nal step is to generate ECA rules for a speci c active database system. For a g i v en event hierarchy the speci cation of the rules using an available language is fairly straightforward. However, the mapping of the state diagrams to ECA rules, highlighted the need for some extensions to the ECA framework as proposed in the active DBMS literature.
Based on the above mapping procedure and lessons learned from an implementation of the benchmark protocol 17 in ACOOD (an active object-oriented DBMS built on top of ONTOS) 8 13 , w e postulate that the following features are of crucial importance if a task sharing protocol is to be supported by an active database:
composite events are of importance as they are used to express the semantics of guarding conditions in the state diagrams, i.e. when to take the next step in the negotiation.
composite event restriction is crucial in order to match messages from agents to the appropriate task and contract. dynamic event and rule creation is of importance since the decomposition into subtasks takes place at run time. However, we are currently investigating if the numberofevents and rules that are dynamically created can be reduced in order to increase e ciency.
We had to propose preliminary solutions to the above in order to implement task sharing using ACOOD using the approach proposed in this paper. Below, we summarize the approach t a k en for our implementation e ort.
Composite Event Restrictions
The use of composite events for monitoring incoming bids causes a major problem for a Manager, since incoming CPS events are to be matched each with its appropriate problem/subproblem. This is problematic since there is no (or little) support for matching parameters within a composite event. We illustrate this by an example shown in Figure 11 .
Assume that a Manager has decomposed a task into two subtasks. Each s u b t a s k is represented by a C o n tract and has two potential contractors, (Contract 1: A a n d B, Contract 2: C and D). As part of the ECA based protocol for task sharing, each contract has a composite event which monitors incoming bids from its potential contractors.
When potential contractor A submits its bid for Contract 1, a n e v ent E receiveAccept will be generated. This event occurrence will be injected at the bottom of the event Extending Database Support for Coordination Among Agents 17 hierarchy, completes event E bidReceived , and initiates the detection of composite event E allBidsContract . Since the composite events at this stage have no mechanisms to match supplied event parameters, it will also be injected at the bottom of the event hierarchy representing incoming bids for Contract 2.
When potential contractor D submits its bid for Contract 2, a new event occurrence of E receiveAccept is generated. This event occurrence will complete both Contracts' event hierarchies, i.e. E bidReceived , and E allBidsContract . Finally it will complete E allBidsReceived and trigger the rules R prepareAssignContractors and R evaluateBids . Obviously, this is not the desired semantics, since we are still waiting for bids from two p o t e n tial contractors, i.e., B and C. In Hagen 17 three potential solutions were investigated in order to avoid the invalid completion of E allBidsReceived : rule condition the condition part of a new rule de ned on E allBidsContract would check that the completion of E allBidsContract for contract 1 involved only bids for contract 1. If the condition is satis ed, then E allBidsReceived is noti ed. Although this approach seems promising it was discovered that none of the four consumption modes (recent, chronicle, continuous, cumulative) could provide the correct behaviour 17 . same parameters a unique conversation identi er for each subtask and manager was used to identify which negotiation the message refers to. This conversation identi er is passed along as an event parameter. Hence, the above problem can be solved if it can be speci ed that all constituent events of a composite event need to have t h e same conversation identi er. However, this solution requires a modi cation to the proposed same::parameter operator as proposed in SAMOS 14 . logical events for each prede ned event, a logical event can be created that will lter out irrelevant e v ent occurrences. This mechanism is appealing since it provides a very clear semantics for which e v ent occurrences and event parameters are used in the detection of a composite event. There are two d r a wbacks: there will be an overhead due to the additional set of events that need to be created few active databases support logical events together with ECA rules.
A further problem with respect to the choice of event operator was revealed by the implementation 17 . For the second potential solution, it was identi ed that the conjunction operator is not appropriate for use in composite events when the constituent e v ents are of the same type. Thus, previous modeled conjunctions had to be replaced by sequence operators in order to get correct behaviour. The third potential solution could still use the conjunction operator, since the logical events ltered out uninteresting event occurrences. Given the above, we have chosen to write conjunction (or sequence) in our diagrams, since the speci c alternative supported by the system needs to be used at the time of creation of events once the event hierarchy is generated.
Implementation and Testing
In this section we will present the architecture and proof of principle application which w as implemented in ACOOD on a Unix T M , S u n O S T M 4.1 platform. Further details can be found in Hagen 17 .
Architecture
For this proof of principle application two ACOOD nodes were set up, where each A COOD node had the following main modules (Figure 12 ):
Problem solving agent, a persistent object representing an agent, which could be activated to execute a certain task (or solve a subproblem). A short description of an agent's capabilities is maintained in the capabilities database. Capabilities database, a persistent object for maintaining information about the types of task a PSA was capable of executing/solving. Each e n try consisted of a pair < agent capability >, that identi ed where the agent was located and a short description of the capability i t h a d . Providing a formal notation and underlying formal semantics for expressing capabilities is beyond the scope of our research. In this work, we assume that there is a mechanism available that will allow us to query the capabilities database, in order to know whether an agent is capable of solving a problem. Decomposer, a persistent object which speci ed the problems that could be decomposed. A list of subproblems was manually generated and maintained for each decomposable problem. Email daemon, distribution was achieved by examining the receiver slot of a COOL message 2 . If the receiver was not located at the local ACOOD node, then the COOL message was sent to a local email daemon process which forwarded the message to the correct node. At the receiving node there was another email daemon that processed the message and raised the appropriate event.
7.2. Application Scenario A supply chain application was considered for testing the ECA rules for task sharing. It was assumed that a factory could manufacture several di erent products, where the products were assembled by di erent a s s e m bly units such a s C I M w ork stations. Each assembling unit could only assemble one product at a time. In order to assemble a product, each assembly unit needed component parts, which were ordered from suppliers. A supplier could either be able or unable to deliver the requested component p a r t . Both assembly units and suppliers were viewed as PSAs.
For the above application environment t wo A COOD nodes were set up. The rst was used to represent the assembly units in a factory. The second represented the di erent suppliers. All of the PSAs had capabilities to assemble all products that a factory manufactures. A table (see Table 6 ) indicated which P S A s w ere currently available for supplying/assembling, for example, a chair. The status of a PSA could either be busy or idle, where the latter indicated that the PSA (assembly unit) was currently waiting for a product to assemble.
The second ACOOD node modeled the suppliers and which components they Table 7 ) showed which components each supplier had available for delivery at the start of the test scenario. Below is a high level description based on the log 17 of the test run:
(i) The scenario starts with the detection of an event E cannotExecuteTask which indicates that help is needed in assembling a chair. This event w as raised explicitly by another PSA which, in this scenario, we will refer to as the Manager. The E cannotExecuteTask triggers rule R setUpContract which i ) invokes the Decomposer to decompose the task into smaller subtasks, and then ii) sets up the initial infrastructure for the task sharing protocol (i.e. E potentialContractors , R distributeProposal , R prepareCollectBids ). (ii) For each subtask a contract is created. The task of assembling a chair is represented by Contract 1. We assume that the arity of the subtasks for each problem are not in general known in advance. Thus, composite event E potentialContractors , used to monitor whether there exists at least one potential contractor for each subproblem, has to be dynamically created. (iii) In our scenario there are four PSAs at ACOOD-1 in the Capability database that have the capability t o a s s e m ble a chair. These PSAs are considered as potential contractors. The successful search for potential contractors, signalled by E savePotentialContractors , causes completion of E potentialContractors and triggers two rules: R distributeProposal , R prepareCollectBids . (iv) Rule R prepareCollectBids dynamically creates composite events E bidReceived , E allBidsContract , and E allBidsReceived , w h i c h monitor incoming bids from the potential contractors. These composite event cannot be created at compile time since it is not possible to determine the numb e r o f p o t e n tial contractors until run time.
(v) Event restriction is of importance for the correct completion of the above composite events. For example, E allBidsReceived must only complete if its constituent e v ents refer to the same Contract id. This event restriction is ensured by t h e u s e o f t h e same object id operator in ACOOD. Hence, E allBidsReceived does not consume bids regardless of Contract. (vi) Rule R distributeProposal distributes a proposal for Contract 1 to each p o t e n tial contractor at ACOOD-1: PSA-1, PSA-2, PSA-3, and PSA-4. Each PSA that receives the proposal then evaluates whether it can undertake the proposal. In this scenario, PSA-1, PSA-3, and PSA-4 reject the proposal. (vii) In order to reduce work-in-progress 32 PSA-2 does not have any bu er of assembled chairs or components that are needed to assemble a chair. Thus, during the evaluation phase PSA-2 raises event E cannotExecuteTask since it cannot solve the problem of assembling a new chair on its own. It needs to nd suppliers for missing components. whereas the other suppliers reject the proposal. For contract 3 suppliers 1, 3, and 5 accept the proposal, whereas the other suppliers reject the proposal. (xi) The received bids (E receiveAccept or E receiveReject ) from the suppliers complete the composite events E bidReceived , E allBidsContract , and nally E allBidsReceived . The completion of E allBidsReceived indicates that at least one potential contractor exists for each contract. That is, there is at least one supplier that can deliver component A and one that can deliver component B. PSA-2 then submits its own bid to the Manager that it accepts the proposal of Contract 1, i.e. assemb l i n g a c hair. (xii) The Manager receives the bid from PSA-2 the composite events E bidReceived , E allBidsContract , and E allBidsReceived are completed. Since there is only one PSA that has accepted the proposal, PSA-2 at ACOOD-1 is chosen as the contractor to assemble a chair. When all contractors have been set (E contractorsAssigned ) two rules are triggered: R prepareIncommingResults , a n d R distributeAwards . (xiii) The triggering of rule R prepareIncommingResults causes the infrastructure for collecting incoming results E allResultsReceived to be prepared. Rule R distributeAwards causes distribution of a commit message. In this scenario, no cancel messages is sent, since there was only one PSA that accepted the proposal for contract 1. (xiv) As soon as PSA-2 at ACOOD-1 receives a c o m m i t for contract 1, it makes its own decisions and distributes the following: a commit to supplier 1 for contract 2, a commit to supplier 5 for contract 3, and cancel messages to suppliers 1 and 3 for subcontract 3. (xv) The commited suppliers eventually start to report their results, which i n o u r case is simply that they have satis ed the deliveries for the two components. This causes completion of E allResultsReceived which monitors the incoming results, which in turn triggers the evaluation phase of the received results. In our scenario PSA-2 at ACOOD-1 uses the received components to assemble a new chair. Thereafter it sends a satisy of contract 1 to the Manager: a n e w chair has been assembled.
Related Work
The approach taken by Bussler & Jablonski 9 focuses on using ECA rules for implementing agent coordination in work ow management systems. It is one of the rst examples of agent coordination using an ADBMS, and as such the experiences reported are valuable. Agent coordination is divided into agent noti cation and agent synchronization. In contrast to our approach, there is no support for negotiation among agents and composite events are not supported. The latter implies increased complexity of rule conditions.
The approach taken by Geppert et al. 16 focuses on supporting agents in cooperative process-oriented environments. Cooperation among agents is supported through a broker/services model using an ADBMS. Interaction among CPE agents is achieved by using the prede ned operations request and reply. The limitations are that negotiation among CPE agents cannot be easily supported, since simple send / receive operations are too weak for supporting negotiations among agents 24 .
The ADBMS based work reported by L o c kemann & Walter 22 encompasses complexity similar to previously suggested coordination DAI based protocols, e.g., COOL 3 . In contrast to our approach i t does not acknowledge and reuse existing and well founded work on speech acts as used in DAI based coordination protocols.
The ARCHON (ARchitecture for Cooperative Heterogeneous ON-line systems) project 21 was Europe's largest project on Distributed Arti cial Intelligence (DAI) during the early 1990's. Generic cooperation knowledge in ARCHON is captured by condition-action (CA) rules. This is in contrast to our approach w h i c h is based on event-condition-action rules. The event is an important optimization issue, as it speci es when to evaluate a condition, not always as in the case of CA rules. Hence, earlier versions of ARCHON had slow response to important e v ents, and important events could not be easily recognized 19 20 .
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the domain of task sharing as formulated in DAI. This has allowed us to posit how active capability (either as a stand alone technology or in conjunction with databases) might be used as an enabling tech-nology for supporting interactions in cooperative information systems. We have synthesized an approach based upon research results in DAI and ADBMS.
We have presented details of a novel approach for supporting task sharing, a key cooperation strategy within CIS, using active capability. In particular, we have elaborated on a methodology for mapping task shared protocols expressed in high level speech acts to ECA rules. We have shown that in supporting task sharing protocols with ECA rules, support for composite events and composite event restrictions is of crucial importance.
We believe the signi cance of our approach and the results reported in this paper concern two broad issues. Firstly, we show how ADBMS can support advanced forms of cooperation strategies (e.g., task sharing). In contrast to previous ADBMS approaches, where the ADBMS was considered a s a s t a n d alone, isolated system, we show h o w ADBMS can be used as agents in cooperative information systems.
Secondly, the work o ers an architecture which addresses a key question in implementing advanced protocols: where is it best to locate support for protocols based on speech acts taking into account e ciency and reliability?
Regarding e ciency, two factors come to the fore. Firstly, much of the processing of speech acts associated with communication does not require intelligent agent i n teraction. By postulating a system level which looks after the basic interactions, frequent c o n text switching is avoided. This e ect can be increased where representations of higher level aspects of protocols can be stored in active databases.
Further, as the protocol is driven by e v ents we postulate that this is more e cient than using condition-action rules for implementing the protocol. Recent D AI based approaches for CIS 12 23 have recognized the importance of having some type of optimizer (e.g., event indicators, rule pre-selection) in order to improve the e ciency of condition-action rules. We believe that these approaches can bene t from using the ECA rule formalism.
With regard to reliability, the event history could be readily stored in the database along with all information required to rebuild composite event graphs. Recovery techniques can therefore be extended to o er automatic recovery for CPS protocols based on standard transaction semantics. This means that system crashes would not need to result in a restart of all protocols, and in particular is not the concern of agents.
In conclusion, advanced types of cooperative w ork can, with the techniques proposed in this paper, span the domains of advanced DBMSs and DAI architectures. The use of databases also makes it straightforward to model an agent using existing approaches and automatically generate and store domain knowledge.
A proof-of-principle system has been implemented using ACOOD for demonstrating task sharing as detailed in this paper.
